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Status

Requirement

Partner Bonus

C0 Member

To get Partner Bonus, you have to be an
active partner yourself. This means that
assets worth $ 500 or more are activated
in the Jarvis AI bot.
If the value of your own deposits in the
bot is reduced by e.g. Price fluctuations
below $ 500, the account is no longer
"active".
It is therefore recommended to cover
possible fluctuations in price with a
slightly higher deposit.

Partner bonuses for levels 1-21 are paid.
For level 1 (direct partners) : 100% of the bonuses
paid to the 1st level partners for their deposits in
the bot.
Prerequisite is 1 active partner in level 1
For level 2: 50% of the bonuses paid to the 2nd
level partners for their deposits in the bot.
Prerequisite are 2 active partners in level 1

For the levels 3-15 :
For each asset, the maximum value of the 5% of the bonuses paid to the level 3 to 15
deposit in the bot is $ 50,000. Thereafter, partners for their deposits in the bot.
no further deposits are possible for the
The number of bonus levels depends on the
respective cryptocurrency.
number of direct active partners. With 3 active
partners in level 1 the bonus is paid up to the 3rd
CloudToken pays a monthly bonus of 6%
level - with 6 active partners in level 1 to the 6th
to 12% on your own deposits into the
level etc ...
bot, regardless of the amount of
deposits.
For the levels 16-21 :
5% of the bonuses paid to the level 16 to 21
partners for their deposits in the bot.
Prerequisite are 16 active partners in level 1

Leadership Bonuses
C1 Member

C2 Member

like C0 member, but in addition at least a
sum of the bot deposits of the entire
Downline in the equivalent of more than
200,000 USD - independently of the
number of own direct active partners.
like C0 member, but additionally 3
partners in 3 different firstline lines,
which have reached the C1 member
status.

Additionally for all levels (infinitely deep):
5% starting from level 3 of the bonuses paid to the
partners of the entire downline for their deposits in
the bot, but in each line only up to the next partner
who also min. has reached the C1 member status.
Additionally for all levels (infinitely deep):
10% starting from level 3 of the bonuses paid to
the partners of the entire downline for their
deposits in the bot, but in each line only up to the
next partner who also min. has reached the C2
member status - or a difference payment starting
from the next partner who has reached the C1
member status (then 5%).
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C3 Member

like C0 member, but additionally 3
partners in 3 different firstline lines,
which have reached the C2 member
status.

C4 Member

like C0 member, but additionally 3
partners in 3 different firstline lines,
which have reached the C3 member
status.

C5 Member

like C0 member, but additionally 3
partners in 3 different firstline lines,
which have reached the C4 member
status.
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Additionally for all levels (infinitely deep):
15% starting from level 3 of the bonuses paid to
the partners of the entire downline for their
deposits in the bot, but in each line only up to the
next partner who also min. has reached the C3
member status - or a difference payment starting
from the next partner who has reached the C1
member status (then 10%) or the C2 member
status (then 5%).
Additionally for all levels (infinitely deep):
20% starting from level 3 of the bonuses paid to
the partners of the entire downline for their
deposits in the bot, but in each line only up to the
next partner who also min. has reached the C4
member status - or a difference payment starting
from the next partner who has reached the C1
member status (then 15%) or the C2 member
status (then 10%) or the C3 member Status (then
5%).
Additionally for all levels (infinitely deep):
25% starting from level 3 of the bonuses paid to
the partners of the entire downline for their
deposits in the bot, but in each line only up to the
next partner who also min. has reached the C5
member status - or a difference payment starting
from the next partner who has reached the C1
member status (then 20%) or the C2 member
status (then 15%) or the C3 member Status (then
10%) or the C4 member status (then 5%).

*) The payments are made daily in CloudToken (CTO) to the partner's wallet. The amount of
the bonus payments is not guaranteed
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